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Abstract 
Intuitively, a real number is recursive if we can get as accurate an approximation as we 
like, using a mechanical procedure such as a Turing machine. A real mnction is recursive 
if its value at a point x in its domain can be approximated effectively given an approximation 
to x. However, since there are only countably many Turing machines, there must be uncountably 
many non-recursive reals and functions. In this paper, we study some of these non-recursive 
reals and functions using a more recursion theoretic approach, via the degree of unsolvability. In 
particular, we are interested in reals and real functions that are relatively recursive in 0’, where 
8’ is the jump of the recursive degree 8. Inspired by the Shoenfield Limit Lemma, we show 
that a real is @‘-recursive if and only if it is the limit of a recursive sequence of rationals. We 
then give three characterizations of a @‘-recursive function which are stated in terms of Turing 
machine, uniform convergence, and sequential computability with uniform continuity. A proof 
of their equivalence using a finite injury priority argument is given. With the new definitions, 
we can now give an upper bound to the difficulty of some uncomputable analysis operator such 
as differentiations and root findings. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Relative recursiveness; Recursive in 0; Uniformly limiting recursive 
1. Introduction 
In [ 191, Turing first introduced the concept of a recursive real number (we use the 
terms “recursive”, “computable”, “ effective” and “decidable” interchangeably, assuming 
Church’s thesis). Intuitively, a real number is recursive if we can effectively generate 
its decimal (or binary) expansion as long as we wish, thus we can get as accurate 
as we like. A few different definitions of recursive real numbers have been found to 
describe the same class of reals (see [14]). However, they are not equivalent in the 
sense that a description of such a real number with one definition may not be effectively 
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translated to a description in another definition. The most useful and convenient one, 
the Cauchy sequence definition, states that we can effectively find as close a rational 
approximation as we wish. In the 195Os, Grzegorczyk, Lacombe and others studied the 
notion of recursive real functions. Intuitively, a real function is recursive if there is a 
uniform and effective way (for example, using a Turing machine) to approximate its 
value at a point X, if an approximation to x itself is given as input. Again, several 
different definitions are formulated and shown to be equivalent [3]. More recently, 
Pour-El and Richards [13] study the computability issue in analysis and physics, using 
an axiomatic approach. They define a “computability structure” in a Banach space to be 
the set of all sequences of elements in the Banach space satisfying some axioms. They 
then study the effect of various kind of linear operators between Banach spaces on the 
computability property of the elements. On the other hand, Ko [9] investigates on the 
computational complexity aspect on reals and real functions and how the complexity 
of real analysis relates to problems in classical discrete complexity classes. Here we 
take a different approach to recursive analysis; we define a “relatively” recursive real 
number and real function, with respect to a given oracle. Since the oracle itself may 
well be non-recursive, the definition thus includes many more non-recursive reals and 
real functions. We try to characterize these functions via the degree of unsolvability 
as in classical recursion theory. 
Similar to a recursive real, a real number is recursive relative to an oracle B if 
we can effectively, using the oracle, generate as long a decimal expansion as we wish. 
B-recursive real functions can be similarly defined. In particular, we are most interested 
in 0’-recursive recursive reals and real functions, where 0’ is the jump of the recursive 
Turing degree 0, and is Turing equivalent to the halting set K. Motivated by the Limit 
Lemma in recursion theory, we show that a real number is V-recursive if and only if 
it is the limit of a recursive sequence of rationals. Next we formulate three different 
definitions of 0’-recursive real functions which are shown to be equivalent on a bounded 
domain. The first is based on Turing machine as discussed above. The second definition, 
which is also termed “uniformly limiting recursive”, states a real function is 0’-recursive 
if it is the limit of a uniformly converging sequence of recursive functions. The third 
one, similar to one of the original definitions of Grzegorczyk, says a real function is 
0’-recursive if (1) it maps a recursive sequence of reals into a 0’-recursive sequence 
of reals, and (2) it must be uniformly continuous and the modulus is recursive in 0’. 
The proof of equivalence between the first and the second, which uses a finite injury 
priority argument, forms a major part of this paper. The equivalence of the definitions, 
which are stated in very different terms, leads us to believe that our definition of a 
0’-recursive real function is correct. 
Next we show some applications of the definition of relative recursiveness. We know 
that even if a recursive function has roots on a bounded domain, none of the roots 
need to be recursive. However, we show that it must have a 0’-recursive root and 
give a V-recursive algorithm to find one such root. Also, while integration preserves 
recursiveness, it is known that the derivative of a continuously differentiable recursive 
function need not be recursive. We show that this derivative has to be V-recursive. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Let N be the set of all natural numbers (including zero), Q be the set of all rational 
numbers, Iw be the set of all real numbers, and D be the set of all dyadic rational 
numbers, i.e., all rationals in the form of &m/2” where m, n E N. Let ID, be the set 
of all dyadic rationals with denominators 2”. Hence D = UnErm ID,. Also let D!‘bl 
represent D, n [a,b]. Note that Dpbl is thus finite for any a and b. Since a rational 
number can be represented by two integers, we sometime, without loss of generality, 
assume that the input or output of a Turing machine to be rational numbers. The 
context will make it clear whether the input/output is an integer or a rational. Also, 
the term “recursive” may be used to describe a real number, a real function, a set 
of integers, an integer function or an algorithm. Again the context will make it clear 
what object we are describing. Furthermore the term “recursive”, when used on a set 
of integers, an integer function or an algorithm, has the same meaning as in classical 
recursion theory. 
Definition. A sequence of rational numbers {m} is recursive if there exists a Turing 
machine M such that on input n, A4 halts and gives output r,,. In notation, M(n) = r,,. 
Double or n-tuple recursive sequences can be similarly defined. 
Definition. A real number x is recursive if there is a recursive sequence {m} of rational 
numbers and a recursive modulus function d : N + N such that n >d(no) implies Ir, - 
XI d2P’“. We also say this recursive sequence converges efictively to x, or, the Turing 
machine producing this sequence computes x effectively. This is known as the Cauchy 
sequence definition. 
Definition. A sequence of real numbers {xX} is recursive if there is a recursive double 
sequence {rnk} of rationals such that r& 4xn as k -+ CO, effectively in II and k. Or, 
equivalently, there exists a Turing machine M such that M(n, .) computes x, effectively. 
The results stated in this section are well known in recursive analysis. For a good 
reference, one can refer to Pour-El and Richards [13] or Ko [9]. 
Proposition 1. A real number x is recursive if and only if there is a recursive sequence 
of rationals {r,,} such that for all n, (r, -xl ~2~“. 
The above proposition gives a more convenient sequence to work with since we 
do not have to worry about the modulus function. It says that we can convert any 
recursive modulus function into the identity modulus function. 
As in the case of a usual real number, a recursive real number can also be defined 
via Dedekind cut, binary digit expansion or nested closed intervals. However, we will 
not go into detail here since we will not be using these definitions. Rice [14] provides 
a detail treatment for such constructions. 
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An important property of recursive real numbers is that we cannot effectively check 
their equality. A proof of this can be found in [14]. 
Proposition 2. It is undecidable that whether two recursive reals x and y are equal. 
However, if we are given that x # y, then there is an eflective procedure to determine 
whether x > y or x < y. 
We need the definition of an oracle Turing machine before we turn to the definition 
of a real-valued function on R. 
Definition. An oracle Turing machine A4 with an oracle B is a Turing machine with 
one extra tape, the query tape, and two special states, the query state and the answer 
state. When making a query, A4 first puts the argument n on the query tape and then 
enters the query state. Then the oracle will take over and in one step puts the answer 
B(n) on the query tape, erasing the original argument and then enter the answer state. 
We denote the output (if it ever halts) from an oracle Turing machine with oracle B 
on input n to be MB(n). A multiple-oracle Turing machine can be similarly defined. 
In this paper, the oracle B will sometime be a sequence {m}. Hence the value B(n) 
actually means r,. In other occasion, B would be a set of integers. In this case, we 
mean that the oracle function is the characteristic function of B. 
Let CF, (for Cauchy function, as in [9]) denote the set of dyadic rational sequences 
4 (not necessarily recursive) converging to x with the identity modulus function, i.e., 
4(n) E 03, and I+(n) -xl <2-” for all n E N, where 4(n) denotes the nth term in 4. 
There is one special Cauchy function in CF, for every x. We call this function /IX, the 
standard Cauchy function for x and it has the property that j&(n)l< 1x1~ I/&(n)1 + 
2+’ for all n E N. This bx(n) is the binary expansion of x with n binary places. 
Note that this binary expansion is unique for any non-dyadic rational. For a posi- 
tive dyadic rational d E mk such that d = m/2Tk for some odd positive m, we can 
define &(i) = [m/2’-k]/2i where [y] means the biggest integer less than or equal 
to y. A similar construct exists for a negative dyadic rational (the number zero is 
trivial). 
Definition. A function f : R + R is recursive if and only if there exists an oracle Turing 
machine M such that (Yx E R)(V4 E CF,) IA@‘(n) - f(x)1 62~” for all n E I%J. 
In other words, from the output accuracy requirement, A4 computes the required input 
accuracy and asks the oracle for this required approximation to x, and then computes an 
approximation to f(x) within an error of 2+‘. Since any computation by the machine 
can only make a finite number of queries (thus finitely much amount of information of 
the oracle 4 is used), the function computed must be continuous. An intuitive reason 
is, if a Iunction is not continuous, then, by Proposition 2, for an input x close to the 
break point, we cannot decide in any finite amount of time whether this x is indeed 
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the break point. Thus we cannot approximate the value of the function at the break 
point. Continuous functions do not have this problem (see Lemma 15). 
Definition. A sequence of functions {JR} is recursive if there exists an oracle Turing 
machine A4 such that M(n, e) is an oracle Turing machine that computes fn. 
We are mostly interested in functions on a closed interval [a,b] with recursive end- 
points a and b. However, without loss of generality, [0, l] can be used instead of an 
arbitrary [a,b]. On such a closed interval, another characterization of a recursive ftmc- 
tion can be given. Note that a sequence of functions can also be similarly characterized 
by appropriate indexing. 
Theorem 3. A function f : [0, I] + R is recursive if and only if 
(1) for any recursive sequence {xk} of reals, {f (xk)} is also recursive, and 
(2) f is effectively uniformly continuous, i.e., there exists a recursive function d: 
N -+ N such that Vk E N, Vx, y E [0, 11, Jx- yj <2-d(k) implies 1 f(x)- f (y)l <2-k. 
This definition is due to Grzegorczyk and Lacombe [3], while the proof of the 
equivalence can be found in [9]. 
An early important property of recursive functions is that they are closed under 
effective and uniform convergence. 
Theorem 4. If a recursive sequence of functions on [0, l] converges un$ormly and 
eflectively (i.e, the modulus function for the uniform convergence is recursive) to a 
function f, then f is recursive on [0, 11. 
Weierstrass’s approximation theorem can also be effectivized and used as an al- 
ternative definition of a recursive function. This definition is due to Caldwell and 
Pour-El [ 11. 
Theorem 5 (Effective Weierstrass approximation). A function f on [0, l] is recursive 
if and only ly there exists a recursive sequence of polynomials on [0, l] such that it 
converges effectively and uniformly to f. 
The proofs for the above can be found in [13]. 
3. Relatively recursive reals 
Motivated by the arithmetic hierarchy in recursion theory, we look at reals that can 
be computed with respect to a given oracle. 
Definition. A real number x is B-recursive if there exists an oracle Turing machine 
M with oracle B such that /M’(n) - XJ ~2~” for all n E N. Sometime we also say 
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that x is recursive in B. A sequence of B-recursive real numbers can be similarly 
defined. 
The idea is to consider what reals are now computable, with the help of the extra 
oracle. It is obvious that a recursive real is also B-recursive for any oracle B. There 
is one oracle that we are most interested in: the halting set K; the set of indices of 
all Turing machines that halt on an empty input tape, under a fixed and acceptable 
numbering. This K is recursively enumerable (r.e.) but not recursive (as a subset of 
N) and is Turing equivalent to 0, the jump of the recursive degree 0. The most 
obvious example of a 0’-recursive real number is x = CnEK 2+‘. This number x is 
non-recursive because if it were, we can use the Turing machine for x to compute 
an approximation to x within an error of 2-c”+‘) and then we can tell whether n E K 
(assuming we already know about the status of 0,. . . , n - 1, by induction hypothesis). 
Thus K would be decidable, a contradiction. 
Specker [ 181 has constructed a recursive function on [0, l] such that it has roots but 
none of the roots is recursive. 2 Any such function must have infinitely many roots as 
it can be shown that an isolated root of a recursive function must be recursive. It is 
also known that there does not exist an effective procedure to find a root of a recursive 
function even if it is known to have recursive roots [13]. In the following, however, 
we show that by using the oracle 0’, we can find a root effectively, and thus that root 
is 0’-recursive. (Obvious not all roots are V-recursive; consider the function f G 0.) 
Lemma 6. If f is recursive on [0, I], then the following are equivalent: 
(1) f has a root; and 
(2) (Vn E N)(3r E Dg;;) [\A@(n)l<2-“+‘I w h ere M is the Turing machine comput- 
ing f and d is the recursive modulus function for uniform continuity off. 
Proof. ((1) + (2)): Suppose x is a root for f, i.e., f(n) = 0. Then (Vn) (f (x)1 <2-* 
and since d is the modulus for the uniform continuity for f, we have (b’n)(Vy E [0, l]), 
IY - 4 G2-d’“) =+ If (Y)l d If(Y) - f (x)1+ If @>I = If(Y) - f (x)1 G2_“. 
Hence, we have 
(Vn)(Elr E DFAt) ) f (r)l<2-“. 
Now M is the Turing machine computing f, therefore (Vn)(E!r E LCD$Li), 
IA4Br(n)l < Ik@r((n) - f(r)\ + If(r)1 <2-” + 2~” = 2-“+I. 
((2) + (1)): Suppose we have 
(Wz)(+ E I$$~) [IMBr(n)l <2-“+‘I. 
*Actually, Specker shown that there exists a recursive function f that does not attain its maximum at 
any recursive points. But we can convert this f to f(x) - m where m is the maximum value of f on [0, 11, 
so that the maximum points are also the roots. This maximum value m is recursive, see [ 131. 
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Therefore, in particular, we have (V’n)(3r E [0, 11) such that 
/j-(r)1 d If(r) - M~(?z)I + ]&!@(,)I <2-” + 2-“+l= 3 .2-“. 
Let A, = {x E [0, l] : If(x)1 <3 . 2-“}. So A, is not empty and A,+1 CA, for all II. 
Note that A,, are closed because f is continuous. Hence n, A, is not empty and let 
x0 E n, A,,. We have 1 f (x0)1 <3 . 2-” for all n which implies f (x0) = 0, i.e., xc is a 
root off in [O,l]. 0 
Theorem 7. 3 Zf f is recursive on [0, 11, then we can tell whether f has a root in [0, l] 
by using the 0’ oracle. Furthermore, tf f has a root, then it must have a 0’-recursive 
root and we can find one such root effectively in 0’. 
Proof. It suffices to check statement (2) of the previous lemma to tell whether f has 
a root in [0, 11. But that statement is a II: statement because the existential quantifier 
in it is bounded. Hence we can use the 0’ oracle to answer whether f has a root in 
[0, 11. If so, to find such a root, divide [0, l] into [0, $_I and [$, l] and ask 0’ whether f 
has a root in each half. Let [al, bl] = [0, i] or [i, l] accordingly and repeat the process 
on [ai, bl]. We will therefore have a V-recursive sequence of nested intervals [a,, b,] 
such that the width tends to 0 effectively. The unique point x E n&r,, b,] is thus a 
0’-recursive root of f. 0 
Next we investigate the property on the limits of recursive sequences of rationals. 
This is motivated by the Shoenfield Limit Lemma (see, for example, [17]) in recursion 
theory. We state a form that is suitable for our use here (note that all functions in the 
lemma are on integers): 
Lemma 8 (Shoenfield limit). For any function f, f <T 0’ if and only zf there is a 
recursive sequence of functions { fs} such that f = lim, fs. 
Note that in the above, f = lim, fs means that for any k E N, f(k) = f,(k) for 
all but finitely many s. Next we specify some convention on the notations used. Let 
(KS} be a recursive enumeration of the halting set K such that KS are increasing with 
K s+l - KS having exactly one element, and K = U, KS. 4 The notation M, denotes a 
Turing machine M running for s steps (no matter whether it has produced any output 
by s steps, M, stops running after s steps.) An up arrow after a Turing machine 
indicates that it does not halt (diverges or is undefined), and a down arrow indicates 
that it halts. For instance, M,(n) 1 = y says the Turing machine A4 on input n halts in 
s steps and produces an output y; M(n) T indicates it does not halt on input n, i.e., 
M,(n) T for all s. Note that if M,(n) 1 = y then M,(n) I= y for all t 2s and they must 
3 Kmtz [IO] pointed out if such an f has a root, then it must have a “low” root. See the Low Basic 
Theorem in Soare [17]. Also, although f must have a V-recursive root, the question whether this root is in 
fact recursive or not, is undecidable in 0’. 
4 Construction of such an enumeration can be found in [17]. 
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produce the same value. For an oracle Turing Machine kfK with K as the oracle, we 
can use MsK* as an approximation. In this case, we can only be sure that for all n, 
3s&s((s~sl)*MM,K,(n)~=MK(n)). 
Theorem 9. A real number x is 0’-recursive if and only if it is the limit of a recursive 
sequence of rationals. 
Proof. (*) Suppose x is 0’-recursive, i.e., there exists an oracle Turing machine M 
with oracle K such that 
IIMK(e) -xl <2-e for all e E N. 
We will construct a recursive sequence of rationals {r-,,} such that all of the following 
requirements R, for all e 2 1 are satisfied: 
R, : (3s,)(V’n>s,) [Irfi - x( <2-(e-2)] 9 
which implies that r, AX. 
Construction: 
Stage s=O. Let r0 =O. 
Stage s + 1. For all e ds + 1, if MS?;’ (e) 1 or A&’ (e) J, # M>(e) 1 then for all i B e, 
requirement Ri is said to be injured and requires attention. 
Choose least e <s + 1 such that R, requires attention. If MS?;‘(e) 1 and for all e’ <e, 
IM;i’(e) - M,K;t’(e’)l Q2-” + 2Y’ 
then let r,+l =k$i’(e). Th e re q uirement R, is said to have received attention. If there 
is no such e, let r,+l = r,. 
Claim. For all e, R, is injured finitely often and will eventually receive attention for 
the last time and not be injured anymore. 
Proof. We will prove this by induction. For the case e = 1, RI will not be injured by 
any other requirements. Let SO be a stage such that (Vs >so) A45( 1) I= MK( 1). If R1 
has not received attention by then, it will receive and will not be injured anymore. 
Suppose by induction hypothesis the claim is true on Ret for all e’ <e. This means 
there is a stage to such that for all t 2 to all computations Mf;‘(e’) J, =A@(e’). Now 
let s, B to be a stage such that for all S>SO, M:(e) J, =lMK(e). If R, has not received 
attention by then, it will require and receive attention for the last time because for all 
e’<e, 
\M>(e) - M?(e’)l = \MK(e) - MK(e’)l 
d IMK(e) -xl + lx - iMK(e’)l <2-” + 2+‘. 
Claim. For all e, R, is satisfied. 
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Proof. Let s, be the stage where R, receives attention for the last time. For any n as,, 
by construction r, = A@‘(i) for some i >e and some t such that s, <t <n. Hence 
lrn - xl = IMF(i) -xl S IM;K,(i) - Mff(e)J + [M,?(e) - xl 
< 2-j + 2-e + 2-e &e-2) 
by construction. 
(+) Suppose we are given a recursive sequence {m} converging to x. We construct 
a sequence {q5} recursive in 0’ as follow: Set n-1 = 0. For s 3 0, define 
Let qs = r,,s. The expression pn in the above construction means “the least n such 
that . . .“, Such a least n exists because {r,,} converges and we can use the oracle 0’ 
to find this least n. Hence, the sequence {qs} is recursive in 0’ and clearly lqs - xl 
s2+. 0 
In the forward direction of the above proof, we have used the jinite injury priority 
method where a complex statement to be proved is broken down into a countably 
infinite list of requirements. We then attempt to satisfy the requirement one by one, 
according to some priority. In the course of doing so, some previously satisfied re- 
quirements may be injured by a newly developed event or simply because another 
requirement of higher priority is also injured. However, we will be able to show that 
all requirements can only be injured finitely often and hence will eventually be satis- 
fied. For more discussion of the priority method, one can refer to [ 171. In Theorem 16 
and [7], this method will once again be used but in a more complex setting. 
The set of all recursive reals form a field under addition and multiplication [14]. 
Similarly, we can show that all V-recursive reals form a strictly bigger but yet still 
countable field. Note that the relation R on recursive Cauchy sequences such that 
R({r,}, {sn}) if and only if they converge to the same limit form an equivalent class. 
Let RS be the set of all equivalent classes under R on recursive Cauchy sequences, 
and we have 
Corollary 10. The field of all 0’-recursive reals is isomorphic to RS. 
The following are some common operations in elementary analysis and their rela- 
tionship to 0’-recursiveness. It is known that the integral of a recursive function on a 
bounded interval must also be recursive [13], and hence the definite integral over a 
recursive interval must be a recursive real. However that is not necessarily true on an 
unbounded domain. In fact, we have 
Theorem 11. A real number a is 0’-recursive if and only if there exists a recursive 
function f on [w such that the dejinite integral s_“, f(t) dt = a. 
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Proof. (=s) Suppose a is 0’-recursive. By Theorem 9, there exists a recursive se- 
quence {r,} converging to a. Define the difference sequence {qn} as follow: q1 = r1 
and qn = r, - r,_ 1 for n > 1. So we have C qn = lim r,, = a. Now define the recursive 
function f on R. Let j”(t) = 0 for t < 0 and on every positive interval [n, n + 11, f is 
a triangle such that f(n) = 0 = f(n + I), f(n + $) = 2 . qn and interpolate linearly in 
between. So we have 
SW 
_-M f(t) dt = 
s 
Oaf(t)dt=E /“‘f(t)dt=zq,= lim r,,=a. 
n=O n n=O n-+cc 
(+) Suppose f on R is recursive and J-“, f(t) dt = a is finite. Since the definite 
integral of a recursive function on a finite interval [-n, n] is a recursive real, we can 
approximate it by a rational r, within an error of 2~“. Note that this approximation 
can be done uniformly in n. Now we have a recursive sequence of rationals {m} 
converging to a, and thus a is B/-recursive. Cl 
There is a similar observation about the derivatives of a recursive function at recur- 
sive points. 
Theorem 12. A real number a is 0’-recursive if and only if there exists a recursive 
function f on [-1, l] such that f is dzzerentiable at 0 and f’(O)=a. 
Proof. (=s) Suppose a is B/-recursive. Theorem 9 shows that there exists a recursive 
sequence {m} converging to a. We define a recursive sequence of functions on [- 1, l] 
as follows: 
Stage s=O. Let no=l, fo(O)=O and fo(fl)=frl. 5 Interpolate linearly in between. 
Stage s + 1. Let ns+l be the least n such that n >n, and lr,/nl<2-(s+1). We known 
that n,+l exists because r, converges. Define fs+l(0)=O and fs+l(fl/nm)= fr,,,,/n, 
for m=O , . . . , s + 1. Interpolate linearly in between. End of construction. 
It is clear from the construction that {A} IS recursive. Now we show that {fs} 
also converges uniformly and effectively. Let p>q 2s + 1. We have fp(x) = f,(x) for 
IxI>l/n,. For \xl<l/n,, we have 
1 fq(x) - fp(x)I < / fq(x)l + Ifp( <2-4 + 2-4 =2-q+’ <2-“. 
Hence f = lim fs is recursive by Theorem 4. We have 
f L(O) = &I+ q = $I& qp = _fXlh) lim rns = a. 
s &f”,l/,s= 8’00 
The second equality in the above holds because for all x >O, there exists an s such 
that l/n,+1 dx< l/ns and f(x) in this region is a linear combination off (l/n,+l) and 
f (l/n$). Therefore f (x)/x can be expressed as an expression sandwiched between two 
such linear combinations in terms of s with the same limit as s -+ 00, a consequence 
when x--,0+. 
’ The notation f(fx) = fy means f(+x) = +y and f(-X) = --y. 
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Similarly, f y(O) = a, and therefore f is differentiable at 0, and has value a. 
(+) Suppose f is differentiable at 0, and f’(0) = a. Since a, = n.f( l/n) is recursive, 
we can approximate u, by a rational r,, within an error of 2~“. Furthermore, this can 
be done uniformly in n. Clearly {m} converges to a. Hence a is @‘-recursive. 0 
This theorem expands Myhill’s theorem ([12], also in [13]) which says there exists 
a recursive and continuously differentiable function whose derivative is not recursive, 
in the sense that it states this derivative cannot be an arbitrary non-recursive real, but 
has to be a V-recursive one. 
4. Relatively recursive real functions 
Now we can turn into the definition of a relatively recursive real function: 
Definition. A function f : R---f R is B-recursive if there exists a two-oracle Turing 
machine M such that (Vx E rW)(V+ E CF,)(Vn E kJ) IMB,4(n)-f(x)( <2-“. We say that 
f is B-recursive on an interval [0, l] if the above inequality is true for all x E [0, 11. 
The idea is the same as a recursive function but now we can get “help” from 
the oracle B. The above definition is a natural extension of a B-recursive real and a 
recursive function. As usual, we will be mostly interested in a V-recursive function. 
In the following, we define the notion of a “limiting recursive” function which can be 
proved to be equivalent to a V-recursive function on a bounded interval. It is more 
useful in some setting because it is stated in terms of limit and convergence. 
Definition. A function f : [0, l] + R is uniformly limiting recursive if there exists a 
recursive sequence of functions { fn} on [0, l] such that fn converges uniformly to f 
on [0, I]. 
In other words, f is uniformly limiting recursive if there exists an oracle Turing 
machine M such that M(n, .) computes fn, i.e., 
(Vx E LO, 11)@‘4 E CF,)(Vn’n, P E N) [IM%, PI - fnG>I 62-'1 
and a modulus function d : N --f N for the uniform convergence, i.e., if n 3 d(p), then 
1 fn(x) - f (x)1 <2-P for all x E [0, 11. Note that we do not require the modulus to be 
recursive relative to any oracle B. It turns out that it is V-recursive. 
To show the implication of one direction, we need to first show that the modulus 
function for the uniform convergence in a uniformly limiting recursive is recursive 
in 0’. 
Lemma 13. If f is uniformly limiting recursive on [0, 11, then the modulus for the 
uniform convergence is recursive in 8’. 
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Proof. Let {jn} b e recursive and converges uniformly to f. Define 
Let d(p) = lim,,, d,(p). We know that the limit exists because fn converges uni- 
formly and d is the required modulus. If we can show that dt is recursive, then by the 
Limit Lemma 8, d is @‘-recursive and we are done. 
Let A4 be the Turing machine computing the sequence of functions { fn}. Fix in- 
tegers p, n and t. For each x in [0, 11, consider the computations Mbx(i, p + 3) for 
i E {n,. . . ) n+t} (recall that OX E CF, is the standard Cauchy function for x). For each i, 
there is a maximum number of terms used on fix. Let k, be the maximum among the 
number of terms used on flX on all i E {n,. . . , n + t}. Let c, = p,(k,), Z, = c, - 2-t 
and r, = c, + 2-& where &(k,) denotes the k,-th term of fix. Now Vy E (I,., rX), 
there is a $ E CF, such that $ and bX are the same on the first k, terms. Thus 
for any i E {n, . . . , n + t}, we have Mbx(i, p + 3) =M$(i, p + 3) since the computa- 
tions never use more than k, terms on the oracle. Therefore, we have ‘v’y E (1,, r,) and 
ViE{n,...,n+t}, 
K(x) - A(v)I G M;:(x) -M%, p + 3)1+ lM+(i, p + 3) - fi(v)l 
< 2-(P+v (1) 
Now {(Lrx): x E [O, 11) is an open cover for [0, 11. By the HeineBorel Theorem, 
there is a finite subcover {(lx,, rXS )}I=i for [0, 11. We will describe an algorithm below 
to find one such subcover. Note that for s = 1 , . . . , u, the number c,.. = &(kx, ) is a 
dyadic rational. Let 4S = &, be the Cauchy function for c,,. This q$ and & have the 
same initial kx, terms and hence I, = IX, and r,-xs = rxa. This suggests that we can work 
on the dyadic rationals D instead of arbitrary reals. We use the following algorithm 
to compute d,(p): 
for n=l to 00 do { 
for q=l to oo do { 
if UXED ~O,ll(Zx,rx) is a cover for [0, l] 
then b&k 
let {(L,,rx.,)}L covers [O, 11 
if Vi, j E {n,. . . , n+t} and VSSE{~,...,U}, 
Ik@(i, p + 4) - M(j, p + 4)1 <2-(p+2) 
then halt and output d,(p) = n. 
The inner for-loop will halt for each n, t, p because there exists a finite cover of 
[0, l] with dyadic rational as center points of the intervals as discussed. The outer 
for-loop will halt because {fn} is uniformly Cauchy, i.e., if i and j are big enough, 
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Ifi(z) - h(z)1 <2- (P+3) for all z E [0, 11. Hence 
IM@“(i, p + 4) - M@.(j, p + 4)] 
d IM%, p + 4) - J;:(cx, )I + IJ;:(cx,) - fj(G, >I + I&, > - M%, P + 4)l 
~2-(~+4) + 2-(P+V + 2-(~+4) 
= 2-(p+2) 
and therefore the above algorithm always halts and so dt is a recursive function. 
It remains to check that d, does what we want. Let n = d,(p) and {(Ix,, ~~,)}~=r be 
the cover of [0, l] found in the algorithm. For each x E [0, 11, there is an s such that 
n E (Z,, , rxs ). Now for all i, j E {n, . . . , n + t}, 
Ihe) - fiCx>l d If;:(x) - _fxGs )I + lh(G, > - M%, P + 411 
+ JMVi, p + 4) - M@*(j, p + 4)l 
+ IP%T P + 4) - fj(cx, )I + Ifi<% > - fi<x>l 
=A+B+C+D+E 
where 
A <2-(J’+2) by inequality (1 ), 
B <2-(p+4) by definition of h4, 
C <2-(p+2) by construction of d,(p), 
D < 2-(P+4) by definition of A4 3 
Ed 2-(p+2) by inequality (1). 
Hence A +B+ C+D+E <2-J’. Note that the inequality does not depend on x, therefore 
we have Ifi - fi(x)] <2-J’s for all x E [0, l] and i, j E {n,. . . ,n + t}. Cl 
Theorem 14. If f is uniformly limiting recursive on [0, 11, then f is @Y-recursive 
on [O, 11. 
Proof. Suppose M is the oracle Turing machine that computes the recursive sequence 
of mnctions { fn} converging uniformly to f. Let d be the modulus for the uniform 
convergence. By the previous lemma, d is recursive in 0’. Now define the oracle Turing 
machine Mr by MF”(n)=M&(d(n + l),n + 1) for all n and all 4. Note that Mr is 
recursive in 0’ because M is recursive and d is recursive in 0’. Now Ml computes f 
because (Vx E [O,l])(‘v’4 E CF,)(Vn E N), we have 
lMF’(n) - f (x)1= lMi(d(n + l),n + 1) - f (x>l 
G IM’(d(n + I), n + 1) - fdcn+l,(x)l + If&+l)(x) - f(x)1 
<2-c”+‘) + 2-b+‘) =2-n. 
Hence f is 0’-recursive on [0, 11. 0 
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To show the converse direction is more difficult; we need to use a finite injury prior- 
ity argument. First we need a lemma to show that a V-recursive function is uniformly 
continuous on a compact domain. 
Lemma 15. If f is 0’-recursive on [0, I], then f is uniformly continuous on [0, l] and 
the modulus for the uniform continuity is recursive in 0’. 
The lemma generalizes a classical result of Grzegorczyk [2] in which he showed 
that f is recursive on [0, I] implies it is uniformly effectively continuous there with 
a recursive modulus. A proof of this found in [9, Theorem 2.131 can be applied to 
our lemma here with only a minor modification of adding an oracle K and hence we 
will omit it. In fact, we can substitute the oracle K with any other oracle B without 
affecting the proof. The only difference is that we will get a modulus function that is 
recursive in B. 
Theorem 16. A function f is V-recursive on [0, l] if and only if f is uniformly 
limiting recursive on [0, 11. 
Proof. (e=) By Theorem 14. 
(+) Let A4 be the Turing machine that computes f: 
(Vx E [O,l])(Y4 E CF,)(Ve E N) [\M”+(e) - f (x)1 <2?], 
where K is the halting set oracle. Let {K,} be an enumeration of K as discussed 
before and let the notation M, denote the Turing machine M running for s steps. 
By the previous lemma, f is uniformly continuous on [0, l] and has a modulus m 
which is recursive in 0’. Without loss of generality, we can assume that m is non- 
decreasing. So we have 
(Vx, y E [O, 11) [Ix - yI 62~“(“) * If (XI - f(Y)1 62-7 
and 
(Ve,e’ E N) [e<e’*m(e)<m(e’)]. 
Since m 6~ 0’, there exists a recursive sequence of fi.UKtiOnS (on integfm) {m,} such 
that lim, m, = m by the Limit Lemma 8. 
To show that f is uniformly limiting recursive, we use a finite injury priority argu- 
ment to construct a recursive sequence {fs} such that it satisfies all the requirements 
R,, e>l: 
Clearly if {fs} can satisfy all requirements R,, then it converges to f uniformly and 
we are done. 
[(,-q-z3 I(x>‘-aSS - (a),.,i$hIl (@yen 3 XA) 
(I - a)I+Su4<(a)r+%4 
aM pm ‘(uoyuawit paaya3al amy a > ,a ‘% 11” PYI Q!qdy sqdy SW) I <a JI 
‘uqguaiiv sanja2a.i 18 uaqM a6vis ayl aq I + s= Is Ial pue 
uowam? pan.!a>ar amy 01 pyvs s! 18 luawaqnbal ayL ‘( I),~,~;H = (x)1+“/ sanlm pm 
(r);~$rJ 3 x uo sm!od %u!u.uu ~J!M [ 1‘01 uo uo!vxm~ .maug asrMa3a!d f! aq 01 Ifs1 auyap 
pm 1 = a 31 .uoguaUe sal!nbaJ ay ~~tzy~ yms 1 + sg a Iseal asooy=) 
xoyuallv annbar 
10 
(a)%4 # (a)I+Q 
31 ‘1 + sga 11~ .IO~ ‘1 + s a6ms 
.[I‘o] uo o=OJ oa? ‘o=s at%vs 
:{SJ} 30 uopmI$suo~ 
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If RI has not received attention by stage max(s,s’), it will require attention and receive 
it and never get injured later because all computations involved have stabilized. 
Case e > 1: By induction hypothesis, suppose that all R,, where e’ <e have received 
attention and never get injured after stage U. This implies that all computations involv- 
ing R,, have stabilized. Let v be a stage such that mt(e) = m(e) for all t > u and let w 
be a stage such that for all t >w 
(Vx E D’“‘ll) [kF’“(e) =A4K~p~(e)]. m(e) t 
Let s = max(u, u, w). Hence 
m,(e)=m(e)>m(e - l)=m$(e - 1) 
and therefore @;/p]_,) c OaE;:p’,. Also, since fS,_, is piecewise linear on lD~;:p]_i), for 
any x E DE&l,, there is a d E DE;:e]_l, such that 
Ix _ dl <2-“+‘) 
and 
Therefore, for s = max(u, v, w), 
W,K”‘“(e> - .L,(x>l 
d IM?“(e> - .A_,(41 
d IM.,px(e) - f(x)1 + If@> - f(d)1 + I.04 - .L(d)l 
= IMKflx(e) - f(x)1 + If(x) - f(d)1 + If(d) - M”“(e - 1)l 
since all computations involving R,_l have stabilized 
<2? + If(x) - f(d)/ +2-+-i) 
by definition of M 
62-e +2-W’) + 2-k-i) 
since m,(e - 1) = m(e - 1) and Ix - dl <2?“(e-1) 
<3 .2-(e-1) 
,<2-@-3) 
If R, has not received attention by this stage s, it will require attention and receive it. 
R, will not be injured again because all computations have stabilized and there is no 
higher priority requirements to injury it. 0 
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Now we have to show that if all R, have received attention, then all R, are satisfied. 
Claim. For all e, the requirement R, is satisfied. 
Proof. Fix e, we need to show that there exists a stage s, such that for all s >s, and for 
all x E [0, 11, we have Ifs(x) - f(x)1 <2-(e-4). L e s, be the stage that the requirement t 
R, receives attention for the last time and never gets injured in later stages. Let s 
be any stage greater than s,. Without loss of generality, we can assume that s is a 
stage where a requirement R,, n > e receives attention, because otherwise if s’ is the 
last stage before s such that a requirement receives attention, then, by construction, 
fs=fs,. 
Let &,&+I, . . . ,R, be all the requirements that have received attentions and not 
injured for the last time from stages s, to s. Let Si be the stage that Ri receives 
attention for i = e, . . . , n. So, we have s =s,,. Note that Re+l,. . . ,R, may be injured at 
stages later than s but that does not matter. Consider stages si to si+r for e < i <n, we 
have 
m,(i) = m,+,(i) since Ri is not injured through stage s 
d m,+,(i + 1) since Ri+l receives attention at stage Si+r 
= m,(i+ 1) since Ri+l is not injured through stage s, 
and thus DE;;/) c DE;t/+r,. Since fsz+, and fs, are piecewise linear on DE;:l],,,, for any 
fixed x E [0, 11, there is a d E Do;//+,) such that 
and 
Ifs,+,(x) - fs,(x>l d Ifs,,(d) - A(d 
Hence 
ZZ [M$,+“‘d(i + 1) - f,,(d)1 by definition of fsz+l 
G 2-(i-2) by construction of fs,+l. 
Also, for a fixed x E [0, 11, there exists d,d’ E I@;$ such that d <x<d’ and d’ - 
d = 22”@). Now 
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Q If@> - f(d)1 + If(d) - f,(d)1 + I&.(4 - L&)l 
d If(x) - f(d)1 + If(d) - M4l + I&?(4 - .Md'>l 
since f, is piecewise linear on iID~$ 
G If (x> - f (4l+ If (4 - f&WI 
+I.&(4 - f (d)l+ If(d) - f ml+ If@) -.fa')I 
<2-"+2. If(d) - .M4+2-” +IfV’> - f,(d')l 
since m(e)is the modulus function for f 
= 2.2+? +2. lf(d)-A4~'Bd(e)l + lf(d')-M>'pd'(e)l 
by construction of fs, 
= 2.2~” +2. If(d)-kF"(e)l + If(d)-MKBd'(e)I 
since R, never gets injured after stage S, 
92.2-e+2*2-e+2-e 
by definition of f and M 
=5.2-e 
G 2-k-V 
Combining the above analysis, we have for any x E [0, 11, 
If (xl - f&)l = If 6) - .Mx>l 
n-1 
G If (XI - fsh)l + c Ifs,(x> - L%+,(4l i=e 
n-1 
< z-@-3) + C2-+2) 
i=e 
G 2-(e-3) + p+3) 
= 2-k-4) 
and hence requirement R, is satisfied. 0 
Corollary 17 (Weierstrass approximation Theorem in 0’). A function f on [0, l] is 
0’-recursive if and only if there exists a recursive sequence of polynomials {p,,} 
on [0, l] such that p,, converges uniformly to f. 
Proof. (+) By Theorem 16. 
(+) The proof of the Effective Weierstrass Approximation Theorem (Theorem 5) is 
constructive, i.e., for a recursive function on [0, 11, we can effectively find a recursive 
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sequence of polynomials converging uniformly to it. Suppose f is V-recursive, for 
each piecewise linear recursive function fs constructed in the proof of Theorem 16, 
we can thus effectively find a recursive polynomials pS such that 1 fS(x) - p,(x)1 <2-” 
for all x E [0, 11. Hence, {ps} is a recursive sequence of polynomials, and it is clear 
that pS tends to f uniformly. 0 
The third characterization of @-recursive functions is a natural extension to 
Theorem 3. 
Theorem 18. A function f on [0, l] is V-recursive if and only if 
(1) for any recursive enumeration {m} of all rationals in [0, 11, {f(m)} is a 
0’-recursive sequence of reals, and, 
(2) f is uniformly continuous on [0, l] with a V-recursive modulus for the uniform 
continuity. 
Proof. (+) (2) follows from Lemma 15. Suppose M is the Turing machine computing 
f, and Ml enumerates {m}, i.e., 
(VX E [O, l])(V4 E CF,)(VPI E N) []fVP(m) - f (x)1 627 
and 
(VnE N)[Ml(n)=r,]. 
Define M.(n, m) = MK,arn (m). Note that the terms in B, can be computed recursively 
and we need to compute only those terms that are required in the evaluation. Hence 
JM,K(n,m) - f (m)j = IMKB+(m) - f (rn)l<2-” 
and {f(m)} is a 0’-recursive sequence of reals. 
(+) Let d be a 0’-recursive modulus for the uniform continuity of f. Let {m} be 
a recursive enumeration of rationals in [0, 11, and so by (l), there exists Mr such that 
]Mf(n,m) - f (m)l<2-“. 
Define M&b(n) =Mf(i, n + 1) where i is the least j such that rj = &d(n + 1)) (the 
d(n + 1)-th term of 4.) Note that such i exists and the computation for i is recursive 
in K. To show that A4 computes f, we have for all x E [0, 11, for all 4 E CF.‘., 
IMK4(n) - f (x)1 = IM[(i,n + 1) - f (x)1 
G IMf;(i,n + 1) - f(ri)l + If(C) - f(x)1 
= IMfC(i,n + 1) - f (ri)l + If (d44n + 1))) - f (x)1 
< 2-b+‘) + 2-C”+‘) 
= 2_“. 
The inequality in the fourth line holds because, by definition, I +(d(n+ 1 ))-xl < 2-“(“+*) 
and since d is the modulus, If(4(d(n + 1))) - f(x)/ <2-(“+‘). 0 
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Theorems 16 and 18 show that all three characterizations of a @‘-recursive functions 
are equivalent. Since they are stated in quite different terms, this leads us to believe 
that the definition of a @‘-recursive function is a correct and natural one. With this 
definition, we are now able to classify functions that were previously only proven to 
be non-recursive. 
In the topics of differentiation and integration, it has been shown that the derivative 
of a continuously differentiable recursive function is not necessarily recursive [12]. 
But if f is twice continuously differentiable (actually the weaker condition that f’ 
has a recursive modulus of uniform continuity suffices), then it can be shown that 
f' is recursive [13]. Here we show that although the derivative of a continuously 
differentiable recursive function may not be recursive, it cannot have an arbitrary high 
degree of unsolvability. 
Theorem 19. If f is recursive and continuously difSerentiable on [0, l] (i.e., f E 
C’[O, l]), then f' is @-recursive on [0, 11. 
Proof. Let fn(x) = n. (f(x + l/n) - f(x)) be defined on [0, $1 for n 2 2. It is clear that 
this sequence {fn} is recursive and fn converges pointwise to f' on [0, i]. If we can 
show that the convergence is in fact uniform, then by Theorem 16, f’ is @-recursive 
on [0, i]. Using a similar technique, we can show that f' is also @Y-recursive on [i, 11. 
Hence f' must be @Y-recursive on the entire interval [0, 11. 
To show that fn in fact converges uniformly to f' on [0, $1, fix E >O. Since f' 
is uniformly continuous on [0, 11, there exists an 6 >O such that for all x, y E [0, 11, 
Ix - y1<6 implies If’(x) - f’(y)1 bs. Also, by the Mean Value Theorem, if x d i 
and n 2 2, then there exists a point z E (x,x + l/n) such that f’(z) = n . (f (x + i) - 
f(x)) = fn(x). Let 6’ = min(6, i} and N be the least integer such that l/N <S’. 
Now for all n >N, l/n < l/N < 6’ and hence for all x E [0, i], we have 
Ifn(x)-f’(x)I= If’(z)-f’(x)1 forsomezE(x,x+$) 
GE since Iz-x]<:<6’<6. 
Note that the choice of N above does not depend on x and hence the convergence is 
uniform. 0 
In contrast to the above result, integration does not necessarily bring an arbitrary 
@-recursive function back into a recursive function. For instance, consider the function 
f z x, where x = CnEK 2~“, where K is the halting set. However, integration is indeed 
a nice operator in the sense that it “patches up” a lot of non-recursive functions. 
For illustration purpose, we state a theorem by Ko [9, Theorem 5.291, which gives a 
sufficient condition for the integral to be recursive: 
Theorem 20 (Ko [9]). Let f be bounded and recursively approximable on [0, 11. 
Then F(x) = J, f(t) dt is recursive on [0, 11. 
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We shall not give the precise definition of recursively approximability here as we 
do not need it. It suffices to say that it is a fairly large class which include some 
nowhere continuous functions. For further characteristic of a recursively approximable 
function, one can refer to [9]. 
5. Conclusion 
We have defined relatively recursive functions in this paper. However, no matter 
which oracle we use, the resulting function is always continuous (Lemma 15). The in- 
tuitive reason is because a Turing machine computation is a finite process if it is going 
to halt on all inputs on a compact domain. Therefore it will not be able to differentiate 
points that are arbitrarily close together, and hence the function that it can approxi- 
mate must be continuous. Suppose we are willing to relax the conditions on compact 
domain and/or halt-on-all-inputs, interesting results can arise. The class of recursively 
approximable functions of Ko is one such example. Ho in [7] has defined two other 
classes, the almost everywhere recursive functions and the weakly almost everywhere 
recursive functions, which lie strictly in between the classes of recursive functions 
and recursively approximable functions. They are in some sense better-behaved than 
the recursively approximable functions as they are more “structured”. For example, the 
class of almost everywhere recursive functions captures the notion of step functions 
on bounded domains with recursive values and recursive breakpoints pretty well. Other 
interesting results include effective versions of the Lusin and Egoroff Theorems. Some 
open problems can be found there too. 
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